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分层方法 分层层厚(𝑚𝑚) 分层层数 打印时间(𝑚𝑖𝑛) 消耗耗材(𝑚𝑚)
均匀分层法-薄 0.1 303 252 10775
均匀分层法-厚 0.3 102 106 8107
自适应分层 0.1∼0.3 152 129 7550

















Traditional layered manufacturing systems print 3D models with a constant layer
thickness. Such systems must get a compromise with fast fabrication by one hand and
good quality in surface by another hand. Hence, the operators must choose between slow
production with high quality and quick production with surface inaccuracies. This thesis
gives a four-step slicing method to avoid the compromise as much as possible. Firstly, it
slices the model with the thinnest layer height according to the system. Secondly, some
of the layers are combined based on the thinnest slicing. We will combine the 𝐿𝑖 and
𝐿𝑖+1 layers if the curvature 𝐾 decreases and the vertical component of normal vector 𝑁𝑧
decreases, satisfying ℎ𝑖 + ℎ𝑖+1 ≤ 𝑙. Thirdly, the speed has three grades:the surface speed,
middle speed and infill speed. To ensure the good print quality and shorten the print
time. Fourthly, the model described in the STL file is segregated into exterior regions
𝐴𝑜 and interior regions 𝐴𝐼 . The exterior regions 𝐴𝑜 are with thin, dense, and adaptive
slice to ensure the high quality of the model surface. And the interior regions 𝐴𝐼 are with
thick, sparse layers to shorten the printing time and minimize the material usage. The
straight corner faces in the surface become skew-angle faces to ensure the 𝐶0 continuity
which weakens the stair-case effects largely. Additionally, this thesis shows a calibration
procedure for the Fused Deposition Modeling rapid prototyping system that has fast speed
and good quality. Some experiments are shown to demonstrate the theories.The four-step
method slices the models reducing 15-20% layers, 12-15% printing time and 2-4% filaments















Methods Layer Hig.(𝑚𝑚) No.of Layers Print Time(𝑚𝑖𝑛) Filaments(𝑚𝑚)
Uniform Slice-1 0.1 303 252 10775
Uniform Slice-2 0.3 102 106 8107
Adaptive Slice 0.1∼0.3 152 129 7550
Four-Step Slice 0.1∼0.3 122 113 7941
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